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Abstract—Stress is a complex phenomenon that impacts the body and the mind at several levels. It has been studied for more than a

century from different perspectives, which result in different definitions and different ways to assess the presence of stress. This paper

introduces a methodology for analyzing multimodal stress detection results by taking into account the variety of stress assessments. As

a first step, we have collected video, depth and physiological data from 25 subjects in a stressful situation: a socially evaluated mental

arithmetic test. As a second step, we have acquired 3 different assessments of stress: self-assessment, assessments from external

observers and assessment from a physiology expert. Finally, we extract 101 behavioural and physiological features and evaluate their

predictive power for the 3 collected assessments using a classification task. Using multimodal features, we obtain average F1 scores

up to 0.85. By investigating the composition of the best selected feature subsets and the individual feature classification performances,

we show that several features provide valuable information for the classification of the 3 assessments: features related to body

movement, blood volume pulse and heart rate. From a methodological point of view, we argue that a multiple assessment approach

provide more robust results.

Index Terms—Stress, assessment, behaviour, physiology, multimodal, classification.
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1 INTRODUCTION

R ECENT progress in computer vision and social signal
processing have helped to understand the impact of af-

fective and mental states on human behaviour and body. For
instance, frameworks for automated analysis and detection
of stress [1], [2] provide valuable information about the pre-
dictive performance of certain features in stressful contexts.
However, these results greatly depend on the way stress is
assessed. Lutchyn et al. suggest that, regarding automatic
stress detection, “inconsistent results reported in some areas of
research can be partially explained by the choice of measurements
that capture different manifestations of affective phenomena, or fo-
cus on different elements of affective processes” [3]. In this paper,
we propose a multi-assessment methodogy to analyze stress
detection results.

1.1 Background

1.1.1 Stress definition and measure

Although researchers have studied the topic for more than
a century, the stress definition is still debated [13] and can
be studied from different perspectives. In this work, we
focus on 3 perspectives: the biological perspective, the phe-
nomenological perspective and the behavioural perspective.
The biological perspective aims at understanding how the
body responds to a stressful stimulus. It was pioneered by
Hans Selye [14], who defined stress as the non-specific neu-
roendocrine response of the body to a demand placed on it,
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such as extreme temperatures [14], [15]. The body responds
to a stressful stimulus by the activation of the hypothalamo-
pituitary-adrenal (HPA) pathway and the autonomic ner-
vous system (ANS) that mediates the general adaptation
syndrome [16]. After the stimulus, a neuroendocrine chain
reaction begins in the brain. Recent neuroimaging studies
support evidence of the major implication of some cerebral
structures with a multiroad processing system of stress [17],
[18]. At a peripheral level, adrenal glands respond by the
release of epinephrin and cortisol into the bloodstream with
an effect on cardiovascular, musculoskeletal, gastrointesti-
nal, nervous and endocrine systems. This physiological cas-
cade can be measured through salivary or blood sampling
with biomarkers such as cortisol. It can also be measured
with wearable sensors [19] via valuable signals, such as
skin conductance [20] or heart-rate variability (HRV) mea-
sures [21], [22]. Using filtering techniques, the sympathova-
gal balance can be directly calculated as the ratio of low and
high frequencies of HRV [23]. Previous experimental studies
suggest that the stress response is linked to a modulation in
spectral density of the low frequency band of HRV (HRV-
LF) [24].
The phenomenological perspective considers that self-
perception is the key aspect. This vision has been supported
within the Cannon-Bard theory: the authors state that stress
can occur even when the body changes are not present
because the physiologic response of the body is more slowly
recognized by the brain compared to its function to release
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Study Stimulus Signals Stress annotation

Barreto et al. [4] Stroop test BVP, GSR, skin temperature and pupil
diameter

Task complexity

Chen et al. [5] Trier Social Stress Test Tissue oxygen saturation Assessement from cortisol

Fernandez et al. [6] Mental arithmetic task while driv-
ing

Speech Experimental conditions

Gaggioli et al. [7] Naturalistic settings ECG and 3D acceleration Self-assessment

Giakoumis et al. [1] Stroop test GSR, ECG, body movement, head posi-
tion, posture and occurence of specific
gestures

Assessment from GSR +
self-assessment

Healey et al. [8] Driving in several conditions ECG, EMG, GSR and respiration Assessment from external
observers

Lefter et al. [2] None Speech, movement and gestures valence
and arousal

Acted

Plarre et al. [9] Public speaking task + mental arith-
metic task + cold pressor

ECG, respiration and 3D acceleration Experimental conditions +
self-assessment

Shi et al. [10] Public speaking task + Mental arith-
metic task + cold pressor

HR, ECG, respiration, GSR, temperature Self-assessment

Wijsman et al. [11] Mental arithmetic + logical puzzle +
memory tasks

HR, ECG, EMG and respiration Self-assessment

Zhou et al. [12] Riding a roller-coaster Speech Experimental conditions +
acted

Our approach Mental arithmetic task HR, GSR, EMG, respiration, skin tem-
perature, body movement, posture, oc-
curence of specific gestures and actions
units

Self-assessment + assess-
ment from external ob-
servers + assessment from
HRV

TABLE 1: Stimuli, signals and stress annotations for some automatic stress detection systems.

an emotional response [25], [26]. A major contribution to the
field of research on stress was described within Lazarus’ the-
ory of cognitive appraisal: stress is a two-way process which
includes both the stressor and the individual assessment of
ressources required to minimize, tolerate or eradicate the
stressor and the stress it produces. Experimental studies
confirmed recently that stress experience is moderated by
the ability of a human subject to feel his body signals such as
the heartbeat [27]. Lazarus states that “Stress occurs when an
individual perceives that the demands of an external situations are
beyond his or her ability to cope with them” [28], [29]. Since this
definition focuses mainly on individual perception, stress
can be measured by questionnaires [30], [31], [32], Likert
and visual analogue scales [33].

Finally, the behavioural perspective investigates the impact
of stress on human and animal behaviour both at individual
and group levels [34], [35]. Both transfer of ethological re-
search to human behaviour and social signal processing lead
researchers to a promising approach of behavioral measure
of stress in non human primates [34] and more recently in
human subjects [35], [36]. Engaging in displacement behav-
iors such as scratching, face touching and lip biting have
been associated with stressfull experiences and may give
more valuable information about the subjects emotional
state than verbal statements and verbal expressions [34].
Authors suggest that these behaviors could impair cogni-
tive performance by cutting-off attention temporarily from
stressful or threatening stimuli. This short term diversion of
attention could reduce the ability to deal with a mentally
challenging or stressful task [37], [38]. In this perspective,
behavior characteristics do not infer internal subjective feel-
ings but are used as external marker for behavior adaptation
(as in the ethological principle). Therefore, stress can be

assessed on the basis of ones behavior modifications when
a subject is exposed to a stressor.

1.1.2 Automatic stress detection

During the last decade, several authors studied the feasibil-
ity of automatic stress detection. Table 1 presents the stimuli,
the signals from which features are extracted and the stress
annotations considered in several works. Most stimuli used
are based on cognitive tasks (Stroop test, mental arithmetic
task, logical puzzle task, etc.). Dickerson and Kemeny state
that this type of stimulus is the most efficient for stress
induction when combined with social-evaluative threat [39].
Two works focus on automatic stress detection during driv-
ing tasks [6], [8] and three other works also study the
impact of physical stimulus such as cold pressor [9], [10] and
riding a roller-coaster [12]. Regarding the signals collected,
2 categories are usually employed:

• physiological signals: Blood Volume Pressure (BVP),
Electrocardiography (ECG), Electromyogram (EMG),
Galvanic Skin Response (GSR), Heart Rate (HR),
Heart Rate Variability (HRV), etc.

• behavioural signals: speech, body movement, head
position, etc.

Regarding stress annotations, there is a wide variety of
methods: self-assessment, assessment from biomarkers (cor-
tisol, GSR, etc.), assessment from external observers, in-
ference from experimental conditions and inference from
acting instructions. Most of the works presented use only
one of these methods.

1.2 Objective of study

In this work, we propose to study the stress phenomenon
in a more comprehensive way by considering the results
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SA distal cues
(Body movement, AU, …) 

proximal
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Fig. 1: Data is annotated in 3 different ways. First, following the phenomenological perspective, we ask the subject to
provide her Self-Assessment (SA). Then, following the behavioural perspective, we ask external observers (recruited using
a crowdsourcing platform) assessments (EOA). Finally, following the biological perspective, a physiology expert assesses
the presence of stress from the percentage of low frequencies in the heart rate variability (PEA).

obtained from different annotations. We introduce original
behavioural features expected to be relevant for automatic
stress detection. We evaluate the predictive power of 101
behavioural and physiological features for each annotation.
Overall, we argue that stress detection should be tackled
with a multiple assessment approach because of the com-
plexity of stress.

Figure 1 is an extension of Brunswik Lens [40] and summa-
rizes how we address the issue of the annotation choice. The
Brunswik Lens is used in the affective computing literature
to illustrate the difference between self-assessment and ex-
ternal assessment for phenomena such as personality [41]
and stress [2]. We extend it by adding the assessment
provided by a physiology expert. Thus, we annotate stress
in 3 different ways:

• Following the behavioural perspective, we gather
external observer assessments (EOA) using a crowd-
sourcing platform.

• Following the phenomenological perspective, we ask
the subject to provide her self-assessment (SA).

• Following the biological perspective, a physiology
expert assesses the presence of stress from the per-
centage of low frequencies in the heart rate variabil-
ity (PEA).

Using these 3 annotations, we evaluate the predictive power
of behavioural (or distal) and physiological (or internal)
cues.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the
experiment we used for data collection. Section 3 describes
the 3 collected assessments. Section 4 introduces our frame-
work for automatic stress detection: the extracted features,
the preprocessing transformations and the feature subset
selection methods. Section 5 presents the different results
obtained. Section 6 discusses the results and the limitations
and strengths of this study. Section 7 concludes and gives
some perspectives for future works.

2 ACQUIRED DATASET

In this section, we present the experiment we designed to
obtain behavioural and physiological data in a stressful
situation. Designing this new protocol was necessary to
collect the required data for a multi-perspective analysis of
stress.

2.1 The experimental stressor

In [39], Dickerson and Kemeny state that the best way to in-
crease the cortisol level of a subject is to have her experience
cognitive load while being socially evaluated. Based on this
work, we designed a time-constrained mental arithmetic test
as the stress-induction stimulus of the experiment (Figure 2).
Participants were told that the objective of the experiment
is to estimate their developmental age and to correlate it
with their academic and professional careers. It made them
believe that they were socially evaluated while keeping
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hidden the stress induction aim of the experiment. This way,
stress induction occured as naturally as possible.

Fig. 2: Screenshot of the test software used for the study.
The question asked is shown in the middle of the screen. The
two possible answers are below the question. At the bottom,
the remaining time is displayed using a progress bar. On
the right, the color of the score bar provides a feedback
regarding the performance of the participant: green means
“above average”, yellow means “average” and red means
“below average”.

In our protocol, participants are first briefed about the fake
objective of the experiment and asked to sign the consent
form and the release waiver accordingly to the ethical com-
mittees rules. We also informed the participants that they
could stop the experiment at anytime. Then, the physiologi-
cal sensors are installed, and the participant starts taking the
test. The test is composed of 6 steps of increasing difficulty.
There is a break period of 5 seconds between 2 steps. The
participant is told that both quickness and correctness of
her answers are taken into account to compute her score.
In reality, the values of the score bar are set in advance.
It displays an “above average” score at the beginning, so
that the participant finds the test easy enough and feels like
she should suceed. Then, the score drops to “average” and
“below average” levels, giving the participant the feeling
she is actually failing. Overall, the score bar and the fake
objective induce the feeling of social evaluation while the
questions and the time bar induce cognitive load. This
combination follows the recommandations of Dickerson and
Kemeny [39]. Once the test is finished, the real objective is
revealed and the experiment is debriefed.

2.2 Participants

Participants were recruited among medical students of the
Université Pierre et Marie Curie in Paris after written in-
formed consent was given. 25 people participated in the
experiment. However, because of acquisition problems for
the physiological signals, the data of 4 participants was
dismissed. Thus, the data of 21 participants has been used:
15 women and 6 men. Their average age is 26.3 ± 4.6 years
old.

2.3 Hardware setup

Video and skeleton data were recorded using a Microsoft
Kinect. Since the resolution (640 × 480 pixels) of the video
recorded by the Kinect is too low for an accurate facial

expression analysis, we also recorded video data of the
participant’s face using the optic zoom of a high defini-
tion (1440 × 1080 pixels) camera. Physiological data were
recorded with a Nexus-10 portable device (MindMedia B.V.,
The Netherlands) with a measurement of EMG, GSR, skin
temperature, respiration, BVP and HR.

2.4 Acquired data

For each of the 21 participants and for each of the 6 steps of
the mental arithmetic task, we acquired:

• the video of the whole body from the Kinect;
• the skeleton from the Kinect;
• physiological measures from the Nexus-10;
• the video of the face from the HD camera;

In total, we have recorded 6 × 21 = 126 steps.

3 ASSESSMENT OF STRESS

Each step was annotated in 3 differents ways (Figure 1), one
for each perspective we presented in Section 1.1.1:

• External Observers Assessment (EOA)
• Self-Assessment (SA)
• Physiology Expert Assessment (PEA)

In this section, we describe in detail these 3 annotations and
study their correlations.

3.1 Description of External Observers Assessment
(EOA)

We used the crowdsourcing platform CrowdFlower1 to ob-
tain annotations from external observers. It allows to easily
obtain a large amout of annotations while providing some
quality control mechanisms.

3.1.1 Crowdsourcing acquisition procedure

We presented the video of the body recorded by the Kinect
for all 126 steps. Three questions were asked for each video
(Figure 3):

• Do you think this person is stressed? Answers: not
stressed/stressed (Q1)

• How stressed is the person in this video? Answers:
Likert scale 1-5 (Q2)

• How confident are you on your ratings? Answers:
Likert scale 1-5 (Q3)

Regarding the instructions given to the annotators, we told
them that they were shown videos of people taking a cogni-
tive test. This was done so that they would have just enough
knowledge about the context to provide accurate ratings.
To obtain acceptable statistical significance, we requested 10
annotations per video.

1. www.crowdflower.com
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Fig. 3: Screenshot of the CrowdFlower platform.

3.1.2 Crowdsourcing annotation quality control

We used 3 mechanisms to ensure the annotation quality.
First, as CrowdFlower proposes 3 categories of contributors
according to their experience and their accuracy on the
platform, we have chosen the highest ranked category.

Second, it is possible to set a minimum amount of time that
an annotator should take to provide her answers for one
video. We can then discard annotators that do not actually
watch the videos until the end before answering. Since the
shortest video lasts 50 seconds, we set that duration as the
threshold.

Finally, CrowdFlower randomly inserts “Test Questions”
among the videos. Test Questions are videos for which we
provided an expected set of answers. If an annotator misses
too many Test Questions, she is not allowed to provide new
ratings and her previous ratings are marked as unreliable.
In order to select the videos for the Test Questions, we
preselected a set of videos (N = 14) that we considered
prototypical. These videos were presented in an online
questionnaire where people had to answer questions Q1,
Q2 and Q3. We obtained 28 answers for each video. We
discarded the videos that achieved an agreement rate lower
than 90% for Q1, decreasing the number of Test Questions
to 11.

3.1.3 Annotators

248 people annotated an average of 6.45 ± 5.22 videos. Their
repartition over the continents is presented in Table 2. We
can see that most of them are from western culture, as the
subjects of the experiment are. This is important since stress
may be expressed and perceived differently depending on
one’s culture. Analysis on the impact of culture on stress
expression and perception is important but is out of the
scope of this paper.

Continent EU SA AS NA AF OC

Number of annotators 128 48 46 24 1 1

TABLE 2: Repartition of the annotators over the continents
(EU = Europe, SA = South America, AS = Asia, NA = North
America, AF = Africa, OC = Oceania).

3.1.4 Annotations aggregation

Since we have several annotations per video, we have to
use an aggregation method in order to assign a single label
to each video. To do so, we use the Honeypot method [42].
First, we remove untrustworthy annotators using answers
to Test Questions. Then, we assign the majority decision to
each video: if more than half of the remaining annotations
are Stress answers, we assign the Stress label, otherwise we
assign the Non-Stress label.

Label Non-Stress Stress

Proportion 39.7% 60.3%

TABLE 3: EOA label distribution.

3.2 Description of Self-Assessment (SA)

Self-assessment of stress was conducted during the debrief-
ing of the experiment described in Section 2.1. The subjects
answered a Likert-scaled (1-5) question about how stressed
they felt during each step. To limit memory bias, they
watched their own videos before providing their answers.
Then, in order to obtain binary labels, we use a threshold on
the stress level: Non-Stress = {1, 2} and Stress = {3, 4, 5}.
This threshold has been chosen regarding the repartiton of
the answers to Q2 according to the answer given for Q1. As
shown in Figure 4, it appears that stress levels 1 and 2 are
associated with Non-Stress, while stress levels 3, 4 and 5 are
associated with Stress.

Label Non-Stress Stress

Proportion 25.4% 74.6%

TABLE 4: SA label distribution.

3.3 Description of Physiology Expert Assessment
(PEA)

For PEA, presence of stress was assessed based on psychi-
atric expertise on the physiological impact of stress. We used
the percentage of low frequency in the heart-rate variability
(HRV-LF%) measure provided by the Nexus-10. HRV is
considered to be a reliable indicator to assess the presence
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Fig. 4: Answers to Q2 according to the answer given for Q1.
Best viewed in color.

of physiological stress [21], [22] and its percentage of low
frequency is seen as a valuable marker [24], [43], [44]. It
also has the advantage to be a fast physiological marker
of the activation of the HPA pathway and the ANS. Thus,
it gives a fast image of the impact made by the stressor,
unlike cortisol which is realeased with a 5 to 20 minutes
delay [45]. In order to obtain binary labels, we compare
the values obtained with the average of HRV-LF% over all
the steps. For each step, if the HRV-LF% observed is above
the computed average, then the step is associated with the
Stress label. Otherwise, it is associated with the Non-Stress
label. Consequently, we obtain the distribution shown in
Table 5.

Label Non-Stress Stress

Proportion 52.4% 47.6%

TABLE 5: PEA label distribution.

3.4 Are PEA, SA, and EOA significantly associated ?

To assess how PEA, SA, and EOA were associated, we
performed two analyses. First, we calculated Cohens Kappa
to assess their agreement based on binary labels. Second we
used correlation analysis based on non-binary values. Ta-
ble 6 shows the Cohen’s kappa scores for each combination
of 2 assessment sets. The only score which is considered
as fair by the guidelines given by Landis et al. in [46] is
obtained by the pair SA×EOA. This could be explained by
the fact that the experiment subjects are asked to watch
their own videos before providing their self-assessment.
Thus, they looked at the same distal cues as the external
observers before judging whether they felt stressed or not.
The low kappa scores obtained by PEA with SA and EOA
may be explained by the differences in distribution: PEA
is more balanced (Table 5) than SA (Table 4) and EOA
(Table 3). Since the kappa scores are impacted by the choice
of a specific threshold for each assessment, we also used
correlation analysis on non-binary values. Table 7 presents

the correlation coefficient between the non-binary values
associated with each assessment:

• EOA: the proportion of annotators that answered
“Stressed” for Q1.

• SA: the self-reported answers to the Likert-scaled
(1-5) question asked during the debriefing of the
experiment.

• PEA: the HRV-LF% values.

The correlation coefficients are very similar to the kappa
scores: the only significant correlation is obtained by the
pair SA×EOA. The correlation coefficient - 0.41 - indicates
a modest correlation. There is no significant correlations
between PEA and EOA and between PEA and SA.
Overall, the kappa scores and the correlation coefcients are
going in the same direction. The lack or limited correla-
tion found supports : (1) the idea that stress is a complex
phenomenon which can be expressed through ones body,
behaviour and/or mind. (2) physiological parameters may
differ in timing for stress induction compared to behavioral
cues; (3) despite the correlation between EOA and SA, it
appears that the two phenomena have both common basis
and separate cues. Thus, it is important to assess stress in
several ways because of the diversity of its expression.

Assessment sets SA×EOA SA×PEA EOA×PEA

Cohen’s Kappa 0.38 -0.08 -0.07

TABLE 6: Cohen’s Kappa for each combination of 2 assess-
ment sets.

Assessment sets SA×EOA SA×PEA EOA×PEA

Correlation coefficient 0.41* -0.11 -0.06

TABLE 7: Correlation coefficients for each combination of 2
assessment sets. The only significant correlation (p < 0.05)
is marked with *.

4 FRAMEWORK FOR AUTOMATIC STRESS DETEC-

TION

In this section, we describe how we use the data and anno-
tations described in Sections 2 and 3 to perform automatic
stress detection.

4.1 Feature extraction

In this work, we extract 101 features from 3 sources: body
features from the Kinect data, facial features from the HD
video and physiological features from the signals provided
by the Nexus-10. Body and facial features are presented
in Table A1 gathered as behavioural features. Physiological
features are presented in Table A2.

4.1.1 Body features

In the literature, several sets of body features have been
used to recognize or to synthesize someone’s affective
state [47], [48], [49]. Regarding automatic stress detection
systems, only few of them actually use body features. In [1],
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Giakoumis et al. state that behavioural features such as
body movement, head position and posture enhance the
performances of “standard” systems based on physiological
features. In this work, we extract 15 original features from
body activity, posture and occurence of specific gestures.
We describe them in the following paragraphs.

Quantity of Movement
The main body activity feature extracted is the Quantity of
Movement (QoM). We compute it in two ways: using the
RGB video (IQoM), and using the skeleton joints (SQoM)
(Figure 5). IQoM is the number of pixels that changed
between two successive frames and SQoM is the sum
of the displacements of the skeleton joints. Each method
has its advantages and drawbacks. SQoM enables us to
detect slight movements in the camera axis. However, as
the Kinect skeleton can be unstable during the recordings,
IQoM is also used in order to extract a less noisy quantity
of movement. For both IQoM and SQoM, we compute their
mean value over all the Kinect video frames of the protocol
step. Then, in order to make these features invariant to the
size of a person and to the distance between her and the
camera, we normalize them with respect to the surface of
the box bounding the person. We also compute the SQoM
only for the head joint (HeM) and isolate its movement
along the camera-axis (HeMZ).

Fig. 5: The skeleton joints extracted by the Kinect2

Periods of high body activity
We make the hypothesis that periods of high body activity
characterize an increasing uncomfortability. These periods
are extracted by detecting the peaks in the IQoM signal
(Figure 6). We use the number of periods extracted (HAPC),
their average duration (HAPMD) and their average
intensity (HAPMV) as features.

Posture changes
As for periods of high body activity, posture changes may
reveal uncomfortability. We use the number of posture
changes (PCC) that occur during the video as a feature.
Because of the skeleton stability issues in the recordings,
especially when the participant crosses her arms, we use

2. Image retrieved from https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-
us/library/microsoft.kinect.jointtype.aspx
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Fig. 6: Extraction of periods of high body activity from the
IQoM. Blue line: IQoM values per frame. Red dashed line:
periods of high activity extracted. Best viewed in color.

the periods of high body activity described previously to
extract the posture changes. For each period, we compare
the first frame and the last frame by computing their
difference (Figure 7). If the number of pixels divided by
the surface of the bounding box is above a given threshold,
we consider that there is a posture change. Thus, we can
consider that this feature is an additional information for
periods of high activity.

Fig. 7: Example of detection of a posture change. From
left to right: first frame of the period, last frame and their
thresholded absolute difference.

Detection of self-touching
Harrigan suggests in [50] that self-touching can be an indi-
cator of negative affect. We detect two types of self-touching:
face touching, which is part of the displacement behaviours
described by Troisi [34], and rubbing fingers together. Since
detecting self-touching requires a precise tracking of the
hand, we use skin detection to refine the hand joint location
provided by the Kinect. Starting from the position given by
the Kinect, we look for the closest skin pixel detected. This
becomes the new position of the hand.
To determine if a person is touching her face, we com-
pute the hand-head and the hand-neck distances. If one
of these distances is below a given threshold, we consider
that the person is face touching (Figure 8). The number
of occurences (FTC) and the average duration (FTMD) are
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used as features. Similar features are extracted when the
person is self-touching her head with two hands (FT2HC
and FT2HMD).

Fig. 8: Examples of detections of face touching. Left image:
face touching with one hand. Right image: face touching
with two hands.

To detect gestures such as rubbing fingers together, the
Kinect skeleton is not sufficient since it does not provide
joints for the fingers. Thus, using the hand positions, we
first extract the sub-image of each hand region. Then,
we compute the IQoM between successive extracted sub-
frames. We only compute it when the person is not moving
her hand since the IQoM can be affected by changes in
the background. This feature is computed for each hand
separately (LHM for the left hand, RHM for the right one)
and for both (HM).

4.1.2 Facial features

For facial expressions, we extract the activation levels of 12
Actions Units (AU). Paul Ekman presented AUs as part of
the Facial Action Coding System (FACS) [51]. This system
has become one of the standards for systematic catego-
rization of facial expressions. To extract these activation
levels, we use the method presented in [52], which proposes
a multi-task extension for a subspace learning algorithm
called Metric Learning for Kernel Regression. Once we have
extracted the activation level of each AU for each HD video
frame, we compute the average and the standard deviation
and use them as features.

4.1.3 Physiological features

The Nexus-10 device is used to extract physiological fea-
tures classically associated in the literature with stress: car-
diac functions (blood volume pulse, heart rate and heart
rate variability) [13], [53], respiratory system (chest and
abdominal respiration) [54], galvanic skin response [8], [55],
skin temperature [56] and electromyographic activity of the
sternocleidomastoid and upper trapezius [57]. For most of
the signals described in Table A2, the mean, the variance, the
minimum and the maximum values are used as features. In
total, 62 physiological features are extracted.

4.2 Feature transformation

One issue when working with humans is interindividual
differences. Indeed, as said in [58], “Different people tend to
display the same emotion in very different ways”. These differ-
ences may impact the feature distributions and prevent the
machine learning algorithm from finding the most adequate
model. We use the Box-Cox transformation [59] to normalize

the feature distributions in a systematic way. The Box-Cox
transformation is defined as:

x
0

λ
=

xλ
− 1

λ

The aim is to find the value of λ that maximizes the
correlation between the transformed feature x0 and the
normal distribution N (µ(x0),σ(x0)2). We only compute the
correlation for specific values of λ that can be found in
Table 8. Tables A1 and A2 show which transformation is
used for each behavioural and physiological feature.

λ -2 -1 -0.5 0 0.5 1 2

x0 1

x
2

1

x

1p
x

log(x)
√
x x x2

TABLE 8: Tested values of λ for the Box-Cox transformation
and their associated transformation functions.

4.3 Feature subset selection

We perform feature subset selection in order to avoid over-
fitting and better understand the predictive power of each
feature. Each result presented in Section 5 corresponds to
the best one obtained among the 3 following feature subset
selection methods.

4.3.1 Forward selection wrapper (FSW)

Wrappers evaluate a subset of features by using the same
machine learning algorithm as in the final application [60].
In our case, we use a SVM with a linear kernel function.
Since training SVMs is computationally expensive, explor-
ing the space of feature subsets is usually done using greedy
methods [61]. With forward selection, starting from using
only the feature with the best accuracy, we iteratively add
the best feature among the remaining ones. Once all features
have been added, we keep the subset that gives the best
classification performances.

4.3.2 Backward elimination wrapper (BEW)

This method also uses a SVM to evaluate subsets. Backward
elimination is also a greedy search strategy: starting from
the complete set of features, we iteratively remove the worst
feature of the remaining set. Once all features have been re-
moved, we keep the subset that gives the best classification
performances.

4.3.3 Simulated annealing with Hall correlation (SAHC)

For this method, we use the simulated annealing meta-
heuristic [62] to explore the space of feature subsets. Because
of the computational cost of this space search strategy, we
use the Hall correlation [63] to evaluate feature subsets.
We then get a good approximation of the subset that both
maximizes the correlation between features and labels and
minimizes the inter-feature correlation.
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4.4 Evaluation Process

We use a classification task to evaluate the predictive value
of our framework. The objective is to predict the binary
stress label - Stress or Non-Stress - of each of the 126
collected steps. To do so, we use SVMs with three different
kernel functions: linear, polynomial and radial basis. We
use a 10 fold subject independant cross validation strategy
to compute the results: steps from 2 or 3 people are used
as the testing set. The steps of the remaining people are
used as the training set. This cross validation is also used
with the training set to determine the SVM and kernel
function parameters. Since our dataset is unbalanced for 2
assessment sets - SA and EOA - we have chosen the average
of the F1 score for both Stress and Non-Stress classes as the
performance metric. This metric allows us to consider the
recall and the precision of both classes, unlike the usual F1
score that considers the recall and the precision only for the
positive class and ignores the true negative rate. We use the
Student’s t-test to compare two average F1 scores.
It is important to note that we use all the data for the
feature transformation and feature subset selection steps. It
has been done in order to facilitate the interpretation of the
results and of the revelance of each feature. Consequently,
we also present the average F1 score when the parameters
for the feature transformation and the feature subset selec-
tion are selected using only data from the training set and
are then applied on the testing set.

5 EVALUATION OF OUR FRAMEWORK

In this section, we present the predictive power of our
framework for the 3 assessment sets described in Section 3.
We present the results obtained by each modality - be-
haviour and physiology - and by each feature.

5.1 Evaluation of the predictive power of each modality

Figures 9, 10 and 11 show the classification results obtained
by the best selected feature subset for all 3 assessment sets.
Feature are selected from the whole set of features (All*),
only behavourial ones (Behaviour*) or only physiological
ones (Physio*). Regarding PEA, we compute the results in
2 different conditions. First, we compute the classification
results after having dismissed all the features which are the-
oretically too correlated to the heart-rate variability: HRV-
LF%, HRV-SDNN, HRV-RMSSD and RSP+HR. Including all
the functionals applied to each feature (i.e. mean, standard
deviation, min and max), we dismissed a total of 10 features
that we refer to as Physiology Label Related (PLR) features.
In the second condition,we dismiss only the features directly
related to the low frequency in the heart-rate variability
(HRV-LF%) that we used as our assessment. Including all
the functionnals, we dismissed 4 features.
In general, we can see that, for most of the subsets, the linear
kernel outperforms both RBF and polynomial kernels. It is
due to the fact that most of the best subsets were provided
by one of the 2 wrappers, which are optimized for the linear
kernel. This may artificially boost its performances, thus
inducing a bias when comparing modalities. We take this
into account in the following discussion: when necessary,
we also compare the average F1-scores of two modalities

without including the linear kernel. Overall, the results
show that depending on the assessment set considered,
the effectiveness of each modality and of their combination
varies.
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Fig. 9: Performances of each kernel for each modality for the
prediction of EOA. The baseline average F1 score obtained
by a random classifier is 0.410 (± 0.083).
Features selected in All*: AU1-std, AU2-mean, AU2-
std, AU4-mean, AU6-mean, AU12-std, AU15-mean,
AU17-mean, BVP-mean, BVPA-max, HeM, IQoM, FTC,
PCC, RSP-var, RSPR-max, RSP+HRC-max, RSP+HRC-
mean,RSP+HRC-min, EMG-min, GSR-var

Regarding EOA (Figure 9), we can see that both modalities
achieve good mean F1 scores: 0.829 (± 0.025) for behavioural
features and 0.758 (± 0.033) for physiological ones. It is
not surprising that behavioural features significantly out-
perform physiological ones (p < 0.0001) since annotators
based their judgement solely on the behaviour of the per-
son in each video. It is however interesting to see that
physiological features can predict how stress is assessed
by external observers. It could have been explained by the
fact that some of the physiological features selected can
be visually perceived: features related to the respiration
rate and EMG features, which can reflect the upper body
activity. But the results obtained after having dimissed these
features are similar with a mean F1 score of 0.751 (± 0.028).
This feature subset is composed of 15 features: 7 related
to HRV, 4 related to HR, 2 related to BVP, one related
to GSR and one to skin temperature. The best results are
obtained when we combine both modalities with a mean
F1 score of 0.855 (± 0.020). The subset All* is composed
of 24 features: 15 behavioural features and 9 physiological
ones. It is however interesting to note that the difference in
mean F1 score between the subsets All* and Behaviour* is
statistically significant if we consider the 3 kernel functions,
but is not if we do not consider the linear kernel. Overall, it
seems that using only behavioural features is sufficient for
the prediction of EOA. When we use all features and we
include the feature transformation and the feature subset
selection in the training phase, we obtain a mean F1 score of
0.739 (± 0.023).

Regarding SA, Figure 10 shows that the combination of
physiological and behavioural features outperforms the re-
sults obtained when using only one modality. It is under-
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Fig. 10: Performances of each kernel for each modality for
the prediction of SA. The baseline average F1 score obtained
by a random classifier is 0.404 (± 0.079).
Features selected in All*: AU4-mean, AU6-mean, AU6-
std, AU12-std, AU17-std, BVP-max, BVP-min, BVPA-max,
BVPA-min, BVPA-var, EMGMF-max, EMGMF-var, EMG-
min, EMG-mean, EMG-var, GSR-var, HAPMV, HR-max,
HRVA-var, IQoM, RHM, RSPA-max, RSPA-min, RSPA-var,
RSPR-max, RSPR-mean, RSPR-min, RSP+HRC-max, RSP-
var, FTMD, FT2HMD, TMP-min

standable since the subjects of the experiment described in
Section 2.1 watch their own videos before annotating them.
Thus, their answers are the result of both their personal
experiences and their behaviour analysis. The subset All*
obtains a mean F1 score of 0.795 (± 0.028) and is composed
of 32 features: 21 physiological features and 11 behavioural
ones. When we use all features and we include the feature
transformation and the feature subset selection in the train-
ing phase, we obtain a mean F1 score of 0.691 (± 0.034).

Figure 11 displays the results obtained for the prediction
of PEA. As expected, physiological features obtain a good
classification performance with an average F1 score of
0.777 (± 0.021) for the first condition (i.e. no features related
to the heart-rate variability) and of 0.810 (± 0.026) for the
second condition (i.e. no features related only to the low
frequency in the heart-rate variability). As expected, using
the features related to the heart-rate variability significantly
improve the results (p = 0.0059) since these features are
related to the one we used to compute PEA labels. Overall,
both conditions significantly outperforms behavioural fea-
tures (p < 0.05). It is however surprising to see that using
only behavioural features also provides a good average F1
score of 0.740 (± 0.020). The selected subset Behaviour* is
composed of 10 features: 7 features related to action units, 2
features related to body movement and the mean duration
of face touching (FTMD). Regarding the combination of be-
havioural and physiological features, there is no significant
difference between the results obtained by both conditions:
0.831 (± 0.020) and 0.833 (± 0.021) for the first and second
condition respectively. However, it is noteworthy that the
best subset selected for the second condition is smaller - 17
features (12 physiological and 5 behavioural ones) against
25 features (16 physiological and 9 behavioural ones) for
the first condition - and contains 3 features related to HRV:
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Fig. 11: Performances of each kernel for each modality for
the prediction of PEA without using features related to
HRV. The baseline average F1 score obtained by a random
classifier is 0.422 (± 0.080).
Features selected in All*: AU1-mean, AU2-std, AU15-mean,
AU17-std, AU25-mean, AU25-std, AU26-mean, BVPA-
mean, BVPA-min, BVPA-var, EMGA-mean, EMGMF-max,
EMGMF-mean, EMG-min, GRS-max, HR-max, HR-mean,
HRVA-max, HRVA-var, RSPA-max, RSPA-min, RSPA-var,
RSPR-var, FTC, FTMD

HRV-RMSSD, HRV-SDNN and RSP+HR-Mean. When we
use the features of the first condition and we include the
feature transformation and the feature subset selection in the
training phase, we obtain a mean F1 score of 0.705 (± 0.020).

5.2 Evaluation of the predictive power of each feature

We use the evaluation process described in Section 4.4 using
only one feature at a time in order to better understand
the classification performance of each feature for each as-
sessment set. We compute the F1 score obtained by the
three kernel functions. The average F1 score is used to rank
features. In order not to overload the charts, we present only
the five best features of each assessment set. The average F1
scores for each feature are presented in Tables A1 and A2.
Regarding EOA, the results obtained by the 5 best features
are shown in Table 9. We can see that these features achieve
good classification performances even when used alone.
Among these 5 features, there are 4 behavioural features
and one physiological one, which is not surprising since
the external observers had only access to the participants’
behaviour. The 4 behavioural features are all related to
movement: 2 features are related to head movement (HeM
and HeMZ), one to hand movement (HM) and one to body
movement (IQoM). The best physiological feature is the
minimum of the Blood Volume Pulse (BVP - Min). It is
noteworthy that the 5 best physiological features for the
prediction of EOA are all related to the BVP: 3 are related
to the raw BVP signal (BVP-Min, Mean and Var) and 2 are
related to the amplitude of the BVP signal (BVPA-Var and
Max).
Table 10 displays the 5 best features for the prediction of
SA. We can notice that these features achieve lower F1
scores than the best features for EOA and PEA. Added to
the fact that, as shown in Figure 10, only a combination of
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Feature Average F1 Stdev

HeM 0.780 0.016

IQoM 0.723 0.025

HeMZ 0.716 0.021

BVP-Min 0.705 0.029

HM 0.696 0.024

TABLE 9: Five best features according to their average F1
score for the prediction of EOA. The Stdev column repre-
sents the standard deviation over 10 runs.

physiological and behavioural features achieved good clas-
sification performances, it tends to show that the prediction
of SA is more complex, is based on both behavioural and
physiological cues, and requires more information than the
prediction of EOA and PEA. Among the 5 best features, 3 are
behavioural and 2 are physiological. 2 features are related to
body movement (IQoM and HeM), 2 to blood volume pulse
(BVP - Min and Var) and one to periods of high activity
(HAPC).

Feature Average F1 Stdev

IQoM 0.621 0.028

HAPMV 0.617 0.028

SQoM 0.616 0.025

HeM 0.614 0.038

RSP-Min 0.609 0.031

TABLE 10: Five best features according to their average F1
score for the prediction of SA. The Stdev column represents
the standard deviation over 10 runs.

The 5 best features for the prediction of PEA are all related
to the heart: 3 are related to the heart rate (HR- Mean,
Max and Var) and 2 are related to the amplitude of the
heart rate variablity (HRVA - Max, Mean). Their average
F1 scores range from 0.711 ± 0.047 for HR-Mean to 0.652
± 0.024. These results are coherent with what we described
in Section 1.1.1 for the biological perspective: activating the
HPA pathway and the ANS leads to an increased heart
rate, which impacts the heart rate variability. Thus, it is not
surprising to see these features perform well.
However, it is also interesting to see which non cardiac
features are relevant for the prediction of a heart-related
annotation. Thus, Table 11 presents the 5 best non heart-
related features for the prediction of PEA. 3 features are
related to respiration (RSP-Mean, RSPR-Max and Min) and
2 are related to action units (AU4-Mean, AU2-Std). It is also
noteworthy that 4 of the 5 best behavioural features for the
prediction of PEA are facial features (AU4-Mean and Std,
AU2-Std and AU9-Std).

6 DISCUSSION

In this section, we interpret and discuss the results obtained
and discuss the strengths and limitations of the current
study. We look at both the composition of the best selected
feature subsets and the classification performances of each
feature in order to better evaluate the relevance of each
modality/feature for automatic stress detection.

Feature Average F1 Stdev

RSP-Mean 0.621 0.028

RSPR-Max 0.617 0.033

AU4-Mean 0.600 0.031

RSPR-Min 0.590 0.043

AU2-Std 0.590 0.030

TABLE 11: Five best non heart-related features according to
their mean F1 score for the prediction of PEA. The Stdev
column represents the standard deviation over 10 runs.

6.1 Results interpretation

It was expected to see behavioural features perform better
than physiological ones for the prediction of the assessment
of external observers (EOA) and to see physiological fea-
tures achieve better performances than behavioural ones
for the prediction of the assessment of a physiology expert
(PEA). However, it is interesting to notice that behavioural
features still achieved good performances for PEA predic-
tion (Figure 11, mean F1 score = 0.74), and that physio-
logical features also provided good performances for EOA
prediction (Figure 9, mean F1 score = 0.78). The fact that
we can predict both the assessment of a physiology expert
from behavioural features and the assessment of external
observers from physiological features shows that there is
some coherence between behavioural and physiological
cues when one is experiencing stress despite the lack of
agreement between EOA and PEA annotations (Tables 6
and 7). This interplay between physiology and behaviour
that we observe in our results is coherent with several
works on facial expressions [64], [65], [66], emotions [67],
and stress [36], [68].

However, for all 3 assessment sets considered, the combi-
nation of behavioural and physiological features provided
the best results. It is especially true for SA, for which mul-
timodal features outperform behavioural features by +31%
and physiological features by +27%, as shown in Figure 10.

Overall, we think that when the obtrusiveness of physiologi-
cal sensors is acceptable, it is preferable to use a combination
of behavioural and physiological features for automatic
stress detection. Nonetheless, when unobtrusiveness is re-
quired, using only behavioural features still provide good
classification performances. These results are coherent with
those presented by Giakoumis et al. in [1].

We also investigate whether some features provide relevant
information for more than one assessment. The results ob-
tained for SA and EOA are similar in some aspects (Tables 9
and 10). Indeed, the 5 best features for these 2 assessment
sets are mainly related to body or body part movement
(HeM, HeMZ, HM, IQoM, SQoM and HAPMV). The 5 best
features for the prediction of PEA are all related to the heart
and belong to 2 categories: heart rate (HR - max and HR
- var) and amplitude of the heart rate variability (HRVA -
max, HRVA - mean, HRVA - var).

If we look at both the composition of the best subset for each
assessment set and the predictive power of each feature (cf.
Tables A1 and A2), it appears that some features provide
relevant information for a multi-perspective stress detection.
In particular, IQoM achieves good F1 scores for the 3 assess-
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ment sets and is present in the best subsets selected for SA
and EOA. In general, features related to body or body part
movement (IQoM, HeM, HeMZ, HM) provide good results
for both SA and EOA prediction. Then, features related to
the amplitude of blood volume pulse are present in all of
the 3 best select subsets, and features related to the raw
signal of blood volume pulse provide good classification
performances for EOA prediction. Finally, the maximum of
the heart rate achieves reasonably good performances and
is present in the subsets selected for SA and PEA. These
results and the fact that several works report the effect of
stress on BVP [53], [69] and heart-rate [13], [21] lead us to
conclude that these 2 categories of features, along with body
movement, provide valuable information when designing
automatic stress detection systems.

6.2 Strengths and limitations

This work should be interpreted within the context of
its strengths and limitations. The strengths include (i) the
multi-perspective approach of the stress phenomenon; (ii)
the introduction of new behavioural features for stress
detection: face-touching and fingers-rubbing, (iii) the high
number of features evaluated and (iv) the high classification
scores that allow us to interpret the predictive power of
some features.
The limitations include (i) the sample size; (ii) the bias
regarding participants being all volunteer medical students;
and (iii) the experimental stimulus that elicits stress in a
specific context.

7 CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES

In this paper, we have studied the classification perfor-
mances of modalities and features for the automatic detec-
tion of a multi-perspective stress. The definition of stress is
still debated and can be studied from different perspectives.
We have looked at this phenomenon from 3 perspectives:
the phenomenological, the behavioural and the biological
ones. For the classification task, we have collected 3 different
assessments:

• external oberservers assessment from annotators re-
cruited on a crowdsourcing platform for the be-
havioural perspective;

• self-assessment from the subjects for the phenomeno-
logical perspective;

• assessment from a physiology expert for the biologi-
cal perspective;

The low agreement between the different annotations dis-
played in Tables 6 and 7 show that it is important to
consider the 3 annotations in order to get a broader view
on the performances of stress detection systems. We have
extracted 3 categories of features from different sources:
body features from Kinect data, facial features from HD
video and physiological features from signals provided by
the Nexus-10. In total, 101 features have been automatically
extracted. We performed binary classification on the 3 as-
sessment sets to evaluate our features. Overall, it appears
that it is preferable to use a combination of behavioural and
physiological features for automatic stress detection and
that there is an interplay between physiology and behaviour

in stressful situations that could be used to enhance the
performance of stress detection. By investigating the compo-
sition of the best selected feature subsets and the individual
feature classification performances, we show that features
related to body movement, blood volume pulse and heart-
rate provide valuable information for the classification of
the 3 assessments.

Future works include studying how we can use the in-
terplay between physiology and behaviour to enhance the
performance of automatic stress detection, investigating the
feasibility of aggregating the introduced assessments, using
a multi-label classification task and applying this method-
ology to other mental states or disorders such as anxiety
disorders.
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Feature Description x’ F1 score In best subset

EOA SA PEA EOA SA PEA

AU1 Inner Brow Raiser mean : log 0.614 0.396 0.479

std : sqrt 0.579 0.476 0.537

AU2 Outer Brow Raiser mean : log 0.516 0.416 0.554

std : sqrt 0.516 0.429 0.590

AU4 Brow Lowerer mean : log 0.463 0.431 0.600

std : sqrt 0.483 0.449 0.569

AU5 Upper Lid Raiser mean : log 0.549 0.447 0.458

std : log 0.553 0.470 0.397

AU6 Cheek Raiser mean : log 0.608 0.524 0.473

std : log 0.630 0.570 0.439

AU9 Nose Wrinkler mean : sqrt 0.509 0.487 0.504

std : sqrt 0.531 0.496 0.563

AU12 Lip Corner Puller mean : log 0.555 0.468 0.438

std : sqrt 0.622 0.481 0.395

AU15 Lip Corner Depressor mean : log 0.528 0.509 0.465

std : sqrt 0.594 0.575 0.506

AU17 Chin Raiser mean : log 0.596 0.521 0.404

std : sqrt 0.578 0.499 0.405

AU20 Lip Stretcher mean : log 0.499 0.496 0.478

std : sqrt 0.590 0.578 0.476

AU25 Lips Part mean : log 0.590 0.498 0.467

std : none 0.561 0.465 0.423

AU26 Jaw Drop mean : log 0.552 0.497 0.534

std : log 0.523 0.503 0.468

SQoM QoM computed with the skeleton log 0.625 0.616 0.527

IQoM QoM computed with the RGB frames log 0.723 0.621 0.548

HAPC Number of periods of high activity log 0.626 0.584 0.557

HAPMD Mean duration of periods of high activity log 0.649 0.565 0.579

HAPMV Mean highest value of periods of high activity log 0.661 0.617 0.520

PCC Number of posture changes log 0.602 0.544 0.524

FTC Number of times face touching with one hand occured log 0.577 0.511 0.497

FTMD Mean duration of face touching with one hand log 0.571 0.510 0.508

FT2HC Number of times face touching with two hands occured log 0.411 0.335 0.406

FT2HMD Mean duration of face touching with two hands log 0.457 0.341 0.464

LHM QoM for the left hand log 0.619 0.517 0.470

RHM QoM for the right hand log 0.674 0.602 0.494

HM QoM for both hands log 0.696 0.573 0.515

HeM QoM for the head log 0.780 0.614 0.493

HeMZ QoM for the head only along Z-axis log 0.716 0.589 0.482

TABLE A1: List of the extracted behavioural features. x’ represents the transformation given by the Box-Cox transformation
for each function applied to the signal. F1 score displays the results obtained by the each feature when used alone for each
assessment set. The 5 best features of each assessment set are in bold. In best subset shows whether the feature is present in
the best subset selected for each assessment set.
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Feature Description x’ F1 score In best subset
EOA SA PEA EOA SA PEA

BVP Blood Volume Pulse mean : none 0.672 0.534 0.626
var : log 0.591 0.510 0.447

min : none 0.705 0.542 0.551

max : none 0.435 0.407 0.403

BVPA Blood Volume Pulse mean : log 0.652 0.492 0.450

var : log 0.696 0.514 0.570

min : sqrt 0.567 0.442 0.525

max : sqrt 0.689 0.513 0.555
EMG Electromyographic activity of the sternocleidomastoid mean : none 0.446 0.412 0.457

and upper trapezius - channel 1 var : log 0.501 0.425 0.389

min : none 0.489 0.429 0.471
max : none 0.437 0.398 0.469

EMG2 Electromyographic activity of the sternocleidomastoid mean : none 0.468 0.493 0.415

and upper trapezius - channel 2 var : log 0.560 0.557 0.541

min : none 0.507 0.470 0.521
max : log 0.547 0.523 0.567

EMGMF Electromyographic activity of the sternocleidomastoid mean : none 0.472 0.424 0.423

and upper trapezius Mean Frequency var : none 0.458 0.478 0.468
min : log 0.417 0.458 0.405

max : none 0.428 0.349 0.393

EMGA Electromyographic activity of the sternocleidomastoid mean : sqrt 0.537 0.508 0.490
and upper trapezius Amplitude var : log 0.661 0.552 0.518

min : sqrt 0.512 0.464 0.516
max : sqrt 0.603 0.488 0.522

GSR Galvanic Skin Response mean : log 0.487 0.469 0.500

var : log 0.478 0.495 0.471
min : log 0.487 0.482 0.527

max : log 0.476 0.462 0.512

HR Heart Rate mean : none 0.510 0.546 0.711
var : log 0.544 0.519 0.652
min : sqrt 0.502 0.463 0.424

max : log 0.553 0.548 0.701
HRVA Heart Rate Variability Amplitude mean : log 0.529 0.509 0.681

var : log 0.547 0.553 0.614
min : log 0.486 0.472 0.569

max : sqrt 0.556 0.537 0.680
HRV-LF% Heart Rate Variability Low Frequency zone mean : sqrt 0.497 0.510 X

var : sqrt 0.547 0.464 X
min : log 0.552 0.531 X
max : none 0.424 0.451 X

HRV-RMSSD Heart Rate Variability square root of the mean squared
difference between adjacent N-N intervals

log 0.497 0.532 0.630

HRV-SDNN Heart Rate Variability Standard Deviation of Normal to
Normal intervals

log 0.482 0.475 0.525

RSP Chest and abdominal Respiration mean : log 0.632 0.595 0.621

var : log 0.644 0.503 0.471
min : log 0.632 0.609 0.590
max : log 0.581 0.553 0.567

RSPA Chest and abdominal Respiration Amplitude mean : sqrt 0.647 0.426 0.446

var : sqrt 0.466 0.487 0.515

min : log 0.506 0.417 0.417

max : none 0.461 0.468 0.443

RSPR Chest and abdominal Respiration Rate mean : log 0.448 0.444 0.563

var : sqrt 0.606 0.525 0.533

min : log 0.521 0.521 0.587

max : log 0.530 0.511 0.617

RSP+HR Level of coherence between the Respiration and the mean : none 0.559 0.497 0.540
Heart Rate var : sqrt 0.526 0.569 0.526

min : none 0.513 0.449 0.515

max : sqrt 0.564 0.558 0.530
TMP Temperature mean : log 0.498 0.415 0.455

var : log 0.467 0.348 0.428

min : none 0.426 0.497 0.388
max : log 0.497 0.384 0.408

TABLE A2: List of the extracted physiological features. x’ represents the transformation given by the Box-Cox transforma-
tion for each function applied to the signal. F1 score displays the results obtained by the each feature when used alone
for each assessment set. The 5 best features of each assessment set are in bold. In best subset shows whether the feature is
present in the best subset selected for each assessment set.


